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Dyson College of Arts and Sciences. Why?
• Opportunities.  With 50+ cutting-edge majors in 

arts, humanities, social sciences, mathematics, and 

natural sciences, Dyson offers students opportunities 

to expand their intellectual landscape and to engage in 

professional experiences blended with academic learning 

that set them up for a wide range of career options.  

• Award-winning. Our students win Fulbrights, 

Model UN awards, and national competitions. In our 

modern Communications Center, they produce the 

award-winning documentaries they filmed around the 

world. And across the liberal arts disciplines, they earn 

prestigious scholarships.      

• Networked.  With support from top-notch faculty 

who are renowned in their fields, students travel 

internationally to meet foreign dignitaries and influential 

leaders in government and industry, and have access to a 

vast network of internships, jobs, and alumni. 

• Accomplished.  Students conduct research on 

tuberculosis, HIV, and cancer in our state-of-the-art 

labs. Our new Environmental Center Complex offers 

students opportunities for environmental research 

and advocacy. Students take photography courses at 

the International Center of Photography and perform 

on Broadway. They publish work with professors and 

present at national and international conferences; write 

public policies, poetry, and screenplays; and intern 

across the New York metro area.   

• Preparation.  We work hard to prepare our students 

for careers after graduation or continued graduate 

studies. Whatever their pursuits—humanitarian, 

educational, creative, financial, cultural, scientific, 

environmental, or the helping professions—Dyson students 

graduate with the skills they need to achieve their goals.   

Who hires Dyson students? 
•  iHeartMedia
• NBCUniversal
•  Ogilvy Public Relations
• PepsiCo
• US House of Representatives…and more!

  

Writing Center staff

Behind-the-scenes tours of broadcasting offices

Women’s Soccer Team player

Dean’s List

This is my

PACEPATH
Learn more about Tabatha’s Pace Path  
at www.pace.edu/tabatha
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